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velocity would also have the effect of increasing tensile
stresses on the ice.

Calving rates would increase

because of these stresses, resulting in a calving wall.
Ctagnation of this calv{ng ice wall in the vicinity
of Mohawk Bay is responsible
stratipraphic units.

for deposition of the upper

Orientation of the ice front would

have beenapproxirnately perpendicular to the lon a axis
of the ridrre v'i th the material cO:i1prisinf the lJor2inal
ljank E',"'d n;'1 tin': fron a sub cr 18 c ial conc1 u it.

It

j

s

susnectect thot sedimentAtion occurred very ranidJy,
perhaps in

8 S

1 i ttl E' tim e ;) s a few i1l0nt::s.

The proposals of this work sUEEest the re-examinRtion of lAte T']Plstocene 18ndfoY'f"ls in the Tl:iap"ara
Peninsula and their relationship to deglaciation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General

Research into aspects of elacial sediments has been
the mid-1800's.

on-Eoin~

Q~~~e

hpen far

reachin~:

~eraE~ae,

C~

. e:.

stratirranhy and
•

1979. 1980),

•

•

extinctio~

reochrono].o~v
4

(e.~.
_

.....

and vceetation history

',',finn, 1978), ceotechnical applicatioTIf' (e.:!,.. ;:loul ton

and Paul, 1976; Lyles and
olo~ical

(~.e..

The type of research has

~laden,

1981), and sediment-

studies with the emphasis on facies modelline

Eyles and lVTiall, 1984; Powell, 1984).
Sedimentolo~ical

studies have tended to he oriented

towards lahorAtory methods:

~rain

size analysis, heavy

mineral and carbonate contents, and clast lithology and
mineralo~y

(~~~.

Sravenor, 1980).

Furthermore, these

parameters have been used for stratifraphic purpose in
order to correlate

~lacial

deposits from different Feo-

eraphic areas (Karrow, 1984).

An entirely different approach has recently been
gaining favour amongst workers in glacial geology.

This

has been the utilization of physical sedimentological
characteristics.
structures,

Features like primary and secondary

beddin~

contacts, and facies associations,

commonly studied in the non-glacial environment, have
heen

exa~ined

~enosition.

to determine processes regponsible for
Alsn, research into Modern

~lacial

enviro-

has revealed a wealth of material, of which ana-

n~ent

lo~ue8

::,y

in ancient sediments have heen identified.
llsin~

t')oth fi eld and ] abora tor J7

::1 ethods,

processes and environr:lents can be deternined, leading
to the development of suitable depositional r:1odels.

1.2

Present ·study

The present study involves the facies analysis of a
sequence of late Pleistocene e1acigenic sediments
exposed alon 0 the north shore of Lake }ri0, southeast
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Figure 1.1.

Location of study.
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3) to formulate a depositional model;
. t'lon;Id. ee:ac18
1 . t'lon
4) +0
~
re 1 a t e th ese f'In d'lngs t 0 ttIe g 1.aCla.
history of the Niagara Penin8ula.

1.3

Previous work

1rJork

on the sediments at Mohawk Bay has been con-

ducted in r;eneral fashion hy Chapman and Putnar. (1966)
and St. Jacques and Rumavina (1973).

:'·:ore detailed work

fo llowec, 'by F'eenstra (1974, 1982) and Fordham (1981).
All of these researcher8 refer to the features as the
Port fta i tland r:oraine .

10th Feenstra (1974, 1982) and

Fordham (1981) speculate that the sediments were formed
at an ice front that was calvine into a proglacial lake,
~ut

never exnlored the sedinent-ice dynamics relation-

ships.
A~

was mentioned earlier, the field of glacial and

C:~uaternary

studies if! w.idpf:nread.

Tn the Ruthor's

opinion, the beRt overview of p18cial processes and

18

sediments is that of Sugden and John (1976) and Ashley
et~1...,

(1985), to which the reader is directed for a: y

general information.

1.4

General e:eology

1.4.1

Bedrock

The Niaeara Peninsula bedrock is composed of
virtually flat-lying sediments of Ordovician to lower
Devonian age (fig. 1.2; table 1.1; Rickard and Fisher,
1970).
the

These rocks fom: two north-facine

~iarrara

e~carprH?ntE':

in the north and the Onondaga in the south.

The forDer represents the major topo[raphic feature in
the area, the latter is almost covered by

~uaternary

pediments and can only be traced throueh borehole
measurernents.

Figure 1.2

Bedrock geology of the
Niagara Peninsula.

1)

Queenston Formation

2)

Whirlpool, Power Glen, Thorold,
Grimsby formations

3)

Reynalea, Neagha, Irondequoit
formations

4)

Rochestermd Decew formations

5)

Lockport Formation

6)

Salinamd Bertie formations

7)

Bois Blanc Formation

8)

Onondaga Formation
(after Rickard and
Fisher, 1970)
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The field area is underlain by Onandaga, Bois Blanc,
and Bertie formations, all of lower Devonian aee.

The

Onandap-a and Rois "8lanc formations are cherty limestones.
The Onandaga is further sutdivided into the Clarence and
Edgecliff members which differ by way of chert and fossil
content and the aJ:lount of intercalated argillaceous
material.

The Bertie

with J:linor

ar~illaceous,

For~ation

is a bituminous dolomite

mottled and laminated dolomite

interbeds (Tarrant and Telford, 1975).

~uaternary

Record~

of the elaciation in the Kiaeara Peninsula

date to at least 23000 yrs PF (Yarrow and Terasm8B, 1070).
The rnaj ori ty
late

~Ji

0 f'

7;. e d epos its in the area, however, arE of

pconsinan aC:B (fi'eenstra, 1982) and are related to

the last advaYlce/retreat of the lee tllrouEh the ref.io~.
7he

+i1] sheet that hlankets the underlyinf hedrock is

referred to aE the Pelton Till, (Terasmae,

ft_~l.,

1~72)
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Other deglaciation features associated with this
retreat are the Fonthill kame/delta, the Short Hills
complex, and the Lake Iroquois shoreline, all found
in the northern part of the Niagara Peninsula (Feenstra,
1982; J.Z. Fraser. personal communication, 198).
features are illustrated in figure 1.).

These

25

Lake Ontario

,

Legend I· Lake Iroquois Shoreline

2· Vinemount Moraine
3' Fonthill/Shorthills
. Niagara Falls Moraine

Lake Erie

5Fort Erie/Buffalo Morain
6Crysfal Beach ~oraine
7'Port Maitland Moraine"

5

•

10
,
km

15
I

Figure 1 .. 3.

Late Pleistocene landforms of the
Niagara Peninsula (after Muller, 1977).
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Chapter 2
Field Studies

2.1 Introductory Remarks

In order to ascertain the depositional history of the
sequence exposed at Mohawk Bay, a two-fold approach was
adopted: the main thrust to be based on field observations,
later to be supplemented by laboratory analysis.
work involved the location of appropr

eld

e sections, followed

by measurements and detailed descriptions of the sediments.
Accessib

ity was a problem at times; therefore estimations

of measurements were made occasionally.

Descriptions

entailed making note of such features as primary and
secondary structures, bed contacts

b

geometry, and

facies associations.
To aid in describing the sediments, the coding system
e4.~':3.1.

of Miall (1977, 1978) and Eyles

(1983) was employed.

Similar coding schemes have recently been applied to
glacigenic sediments, with success, by other workers,
notably Domaek (1983) and McCabe

_et~

. (1984).

Both

have used codes based on Miall (19'77; 1978) and FyI etj g1.. ~~l,
(1983).

This scheme is presented in table 2.1.

Laboratory analysis
tions.

Wet sieving was used to

ed grain size determinae the

followed by dry sieving at o.5~ intervals.

<4. Ojii

and was

27
Table 2.1
Lithofacies Code System (after Miall, 1977, 1978; Eyles
.~t..!..ah, 1983).
Diamict - D
Dm
Dc
D - m
D - s
D - g
D---(r)
D---(c)

matrix supported
clast supported
massive
stratified
graded
resedimented
current reworked
sheared

D---( s)

Gravel

-

G
massive, matrix supported
massive to crudely bedded
trough crossbedded
planar crossbedded

Gms
Gm
Gt
Gp

Sands - S
Sr
St
Sh
Sm
~

Sg

Sd

:.

rippled
trough crossbedded
horizontal lamination
massive
graded
soft-sediment deformation

Fine-grained (silt/clay) - F
FI
laminated
Fro
massive
F - d
with dropstones

28

2.2 Stratigraphy

Detailed mapping of the section revealed that three
major stratigraphic units (k, 13 and C) could be identified.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the stratigraphy and details of the
individual logs.

2.2.1 Unit A

Initially, this unit was mapped as two distinct lithological units.

However, it was decided that in order to

simplify matters, the two units could be grouped together
as one kineto-stratigraphic unit, following the work of
Berthelsen (1978).

The idea of kineto-stratigraphy, which

has been applied to multi-glaciated terrains showing
extensive glaciotectonism, is that the base of a unit may
be defined by the limit of penetrative deformation.

It

will be shown later that these two units have undergone
deformation by the same processes, thus it seems appropriate that they should be grouped together.
The lower lithological unit, Dmss, is exposed over
a very small area (fig. 2.1).

Thickness of the unit does

not exceed 2.0m above beach level.

From this limited

exposure, it was found that Dmss is a fine grained, stratified sediment with virtually no clasts (fig 2.2).
Figure 2.2 (b) shows distorted and apparently

atte~uated

Figure 2.2.

Dmss. (A) Dmss with horizontal layering.
(B) distortedmd
arently
attenuated layering
In both (A) and eB) note the lack
of clasts and the fine-grained
texture of this diamict.
2.2cm coin for scale.
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A

B

Figure 2 .. 3..

Field. exposures of Dross.
(A)

structure within
•
Sediment found within this structure
is the highly attenuated variety
shown in figure 2.2 (B).

(B) Discontinuity within Dmss$ Close
examination of the photograph
reveals a subvertical layering
that has been truncated by the
overlying sediment.
15cm ruler for scale.
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B

Figure 2.4.

Ternary plots

grain size data.
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Figure 2.5.

(A) Dmm exposed at the base of the
section. Note the presence of
vertical and sub-horizontal
fissures, and moderately stoney
appearance. Increase in clast
concentration at the base is
due to present-day wave action.
Pick for scale.
(B) Glose-up of Dmm. Matrix has' been
deformed around clast.
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gure 2.6.

Equal-area projection of fabric

layering.

On a larger scale, folding of' Dross is present

(fig, 2.) (a)).

ffhe contact with the overlying litho-

logical unit is sharp
as depict

sure,

conformable, in this

in figure 2.3 (b).

The upper lithological unit is
diamict lithofacies.

sed of one

Within the unit are several sand

lithofacies which are found as a number of discontinuous,
podiform to lens-shaped' inclusions (fig. 2.1).

e thick-

ness of the unit ranges from 7.0 to 14,Om, with the
diamiJt lithofacies, Dmm, being exposed continuously
thr6ughout the entire length of the section.

It is a low

to moderately stoney, highly compacted diam

t with a silt

clay matrix (fig. 2.4. 2.5).

c

ts appear to be

inantly of local origin, reflecting the Palaezo

bedrock

of the southern Niagara Peninsula, are subrounded to subangular and striat

Fabric measurements (fig. 2.6)

indicate a predominance of a northeast - southwest trend
with shallow plunges.

Clasts were found to occur in

clusters (cf. Boulton, 1975; Kruger, 1979): these may
have formed when clasts concentrate along the stoss s

e

of another clast.
Another feature found in Dmm, are zones where
disaggr
d

ict

~1.0cm)

ion (crush

of the coarse fraction of the

occurred (fig. 2.7).

These zones are thin

and may be continuous over about 5.0m.

Sand

lenses associated with these zones appear to have been

Figure 2.7.

Shear zones within Dmm.
(A) Subhorizontal shears within Dmm.
Close examination of these features
showed disaggregation of coarser
material. Hammer for scale •.
(B) Field sketch of a shear zone at a
Dmm/Sm contact. Note deformation of
Dmm layers around clast and stringers
of Sm that appear to have been attenuated. Lineation directions are
oriented obliquely out of the page.
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A

B

15 em

L~2

attenuated and deform around clasts (fig. 2.7 (b)).
Eyles and Sladen (1981) and Rappol (

8J) have described

similaryatures in tills in northern England and 1rJest
Germany, respectively, and have concluded that they are
resultant of a shearing process.

Also Boulton et al.

(1974) have documented crushing to be operating under
conditions of subglacial shear.
Dmm shall be

ref€:~rred

Thus these zones with

to as shear zones.

The most striking phenomenon.

s unit is the

urrence of the intra-diamict sand facies.
are 2. Om to 19. Om aero ss and are generally
ness (fig. 2.8).

000-

These units
~ l.j.,

5m in thick-

Grain size analysis shows that these are

primarily silty sands (fig. 2.4).

As can be seen from

figure 2.8, certain inclusions appear to exhibit macroscale deformation.

Those deposited in figures 2.8 (d)

and (e) are apparently folded and the upper inclusion in
figure 2.8 (f) appears to have undergone rotational movement.

Inclusions in figure 2.8 (a) and (b) seemed to have

escaped much larger scale deformation.
The amount of macro-scale deformation is supported
by the fact that smaller-scale deformation
espondingly.

increas(;~s

corr-

The least deformed blocks in figures 2.8 (a)

and (b) have well-preserved primary structures.

Figure 2.9

(a) and (b) show the Sr facies of the inclusion in figure
2.8 (a).

Both type A (erosional-stass) and type B (depos-

itional stoss) climb

ripples (Allen. 1973) are present.

)

Figure 2.8.

Intra-diamict sand facies.
(A) and (B). Inclusions which have
apparently esoaped macro-so ale
deformation. Note the lens-to
lenticular~-shaped geometry of these
inclusions.
(C) to (E). Inoreasing maoro-soale
deformation.
(C) Sand blook showing tilting and
diamiot injection.
(D) and (E).

Folded inclusions.

(F) Sands showing intense deformation.
Upper inoDusion appears to have undergone rotation and diamict injeotion.
Close examination of this seotion
revealed the presence of a shear zone
overlying these inclusions.

B

c

D
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Figure 2.9.

Preserved primary structures in sand
inclusions. Sr lithofacies illustrated.
(A) type A climbing ripples.
(B) type B climbing ripples.
5cm graduations.

Scale in
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However, not all parts of the inclusion are in their
pristine state.

Figures 2.10 (a) and 2.11 (a), (b) and

(c) are taken of the inclusions in figures 2.8 (a) and
(b).

Subhorizontal fractures

early dissect subvertical

layering, which may have been horizontal initially.

Mixing

of the sediments comprising the sand blocks can be readily
seen in figures 2.11 (a). (b) and (c).

In this instance.

the deformed material is found to overlie
sediment.

The boundary between the

e undeformed

eformed and deformed

layers in the inclusion in figure 2.8 (a) is marked by the
presence of a Drnm layer which can be seen to deform the
subjacent Sr facies into an

Sm.

ies (

The inclusion dieted in figure 2.8
ently been tilted almost upright.

. 2.11 (d»).
(c)~

has appar-

Layering in figures 2.11

(e) and (f) is at a subvertical orientationr subhorizontal
faults (fig. 2.10 (b)) cut this layering.

Contact relation-

ships with Dmm are also subvertical (figs. 2.12 (a), (b)).
The most intensely deformed inclusions show total
destruction of primary structures resulting in
more commonly, 3d.

or,

These facies are prevalent in those

inclusions depicted in figures 2.8 (d), (e) and (f).
As is shown in figure 2.10, brittle fracture is quite
common in the sand facies.

Both normal and reverse faults

are present, and displacements rarely exceed

.Ocm.

With

increasing macro-scale deformation, brittle failure of the
sediments decreases; with increasing deformation, inclusions
behave in a more ductile fashion.

Figure 2.10.

Brittle fracture in sand inclusions.
(A) Glose-up of inclusion in figure
2.8 (B). Subhorizontal fractures
disect subvertical layering. Note
shear zone in upper part of photograph. Knife for scale.
(B) Close-up of inclusion in figure
2.8 (C). Subhorizontal faults cutting
a diamict layer that separates to two
distinct sand facies.
(C) and (D) Close-up of inclusion in
figure 2.8 (A). Normal and reverse
faults deforming Sr lithofacies. In
(C) the intensity of deformation is
clearly shown in the fault zone on
the right side of photograph.
(E) Small scale faults within intercalated sands and diamicto Normal
and reverse faults shown.
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Figure 2 .. 11..

Deformation within sand

lusions~

(A)alld (B). Nixing and plastic
deformation of sands.. :Photographs
show the upper part of inc
on
in figure 2 .. 8 (A) ..
(0) Small scale shears within sands.
Note that these shears are
different
orientations and cross-cut
shears.
Area of photograph is
ely
5x7cm.

CD) Contact between the upper deformed
part and lower unde
part
inclusion in figure 2.8 (A.). Dmm layer
separates the upper
lower s
ions.
The lower Sr facies
ences
asing deformation as the Dmm layer
is approached until it becomes massive.
(E) and (F) Close-up of inclusion in
figure 2 ...8 (C).. Note .subvertical
layering, diamict inclusions, end rip-up
clast breccia~ Further, deformation is
shown to increase towards diamict
inclusion deforming sand into an Sm
lithofacies. Knives for scale.

A

B
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c
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F

Figure 2.12.

Sand diamict cant

relationsh:i.ps.

(A), (B) and (G). Subvertical cent
Penetrative deformation increases
towards contact. In (B) and (C)
boudinage can be observed.

s.

CD), (
and (F) .. Subhorizontal
contacts. In (D) a diamict injection
is shown, probably resultant from
fracture exploitation. Faulting and
deformation is readily apparent in (E).
Note the abrupt truncation of the
bedding in (F) by the overlying Drum
in contrast to the more plastically
deformed contacts illustrated in (A),
(B), (G) and (E).
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Figure 2.13.

Field sketch of sheared Dmm/Sd contact.
Note the apparent sinistral_ movement
indicated by the deformed layering.

63
Contact relationships between the inclusions and
overlying Dmm are varied (fig. 2.12).

Planar to curvi-

linear contacts are most common although undulatory and
irregular forms may occur.

the majority of cases,

contacts are sharp, truncate subjacent layering, and show
increas

penetrative deformation towards the contact.

Geometries of

e underlying

sometimes indicate

a simple shear with an overriding mot
southwest.

In these cases, the

towards

e

s have been deform

into Sd lithofacies.
Interlayering of

e contacts can occur

Due to the apparent attenuation of the sand
suspected that this layering is of post

. 2,14).

, it is

eposit

originoroduce by a similar mechanism that formed the
.., ....-/.

sheared contacts.

Elaboration of this

ea will

1

in the next chapter.
Lineations have been produced at the contact between
the sand inclusion and the overlying Dmm, wi thin thE; plane
of the contact.
documented

These lineations are similar to those

Ehlers and Stephen (

79) and

Unlike Ehlers and Stephen (1979) who

~haw

(1982).

subdivided these

features, the author feels that the term lineation as
defined by Hobbs

. (1977) is more appropriate since

it encompasses all linear elements encountered and avoids
any genetic inference.

Azimuth and plunge orientations

were measured and plotted on an equal-area projection
(fig. 2.16).

Azimuth orientations

trend

northeast~

Figure 2.14.

Interlayered sand/diamict contacts.
A) Note apparent attenuation of Sm
layers and dissaggregation from the
lower inclusion.
B) Note incorporation of sands within
Dmm and Dmm inclusions in sand.
C) Laboratory photograph of impregnated
sample. Small scale disaggregation can
be seen along with attenuation. Brittle
fracture is attributed to sample
preparation.
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Figure 2.15.

Diamict injections. Note destruction
of primary structures in sands.
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N

LEGEND
~-)15°/o
~-15%
~-12'5%,

[1]]-10 %
f§l-T5%
n=40

Figure 2.16.

Equal-area projection of conte
lineations.
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southwest with a preferred plunge of northeast.
Injections of the overlying Dmm into the inclusions are
commonplace (fig. 2.8, 2.11 (d), 2.15).

As is shown in

these figures, these injections take many forms and are
probable due to fracture exploitation.

Primary struct-

ures are usually destroyed in the process.
Finally rip-up clast brecc
10

were encountered in

ized areas of certain sand inclusions.

They were

usually associated with Sm (fig. 2.17) but were found
to occur occasional

with Sr.

In the latter ins

the clasts did not deform the bed

rIDS,

e,

thus appearing

to be a syn-depositional feature, as opposed to "dropping
" from suspension.

~

Figure 2.17.

Hip-up cle.st breccia. Small-scale
faulting also present in (A).

A

B
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2.2.2

Straticraphic unit B is a relatively minor unit
which is only exposed alone the flanks of the exposure
(fir. 2.1).

It is composed of three discontinuous litho-

facies: Dmm, Drm~(r)/Fmd and Sm.

'i:he

~oes

l~thofacies

not exceed

di~jtate

is th8t

4.(~;
.-

i~dividual

thickness of the unit

without any arr8rent cyclicity.

~~~

incree2in~

is

d0~inant

tow~~d8

are rarely
,

The only

the ridrp whereas with

distance alon: the flanks, intercalations of

DT'1!l1(r)/P),"ld and ~m increase with Dmm(r)/}<';1d formin[:, the
upperno st layer at th f' extren i ti er-:

0

f thE' expo surF.

The, contact between units A and B was very difficult
to locate due to present-day slope failure.
similarities of the

D~m

lithofacies of tte two respective

units, the transition was

impossi~le

to

fore the first incursion of Dmm(r)/F'rnd
of unit R.

~here

Due to the

distin~uish.

VIas

There-

used as the 1;ase

exposed, this contact was sharp and

uY'Jconforrnable wi th a complete lack of deformation.
~mm

is virtually identical to its counternart in

unit A (fie. 2 18).
to be

~adc

note of.

However there are distinct differences
Sieve data (fif' 2.4) indicates that

Dmm and Dmm(r)!Fmd. In both photographs
Dmm is overlying Dmm(r)!Fmd.. Contact
illustrated by arrows. Note the amount
of silt clasts within Dmm(r)!Fmd is far
greater thBn Dmm, Bnd lower clast
contents.
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it is a finer-grained diamict than that of unit A.

Clast

contents appear to be lower, along with a drop in the
number of striated clasts and an increasing d
roundness being observed.
throughout.

~ilt

of

clasts are abundant

Dmm is more friable in unit B and is less

dense; both characteristics are attributed to soil
forming processes.

Iron-staining, commonly found

fissures, is quite common as well as the complete break.down of clasts, notably
granites.

1c lithologies such as

These features, and others, have been m

by Madgett and Catt (1977) and Eyles and S

en (1981)

both of whom have documented the effects of pedogenic

proc~es

to depths of 8. Om in tills in northern

and.

The other diamict lithofacies, Dmm (r)/F'md (fie;. 2.
is a fine grained sediment (fig. 2.4).

The amount

size of clasts is far less than Dmm; they tend to be
<1.0cm (with a few exceptions). well rounded and nonstriated.

Silt clasts are quite common.

Like

Dw~.

certain pedogenic features are present but not to the
degree to which they effect the former diamicto
be due to the very fine grained nature of

This may

Dmm(r)/F~d:

the

decrease in permeability due to high silt/clay contents
will hinder the movement of groundwater. thus the amount
of pedogenic alteration will be less.
The reason for assigning two codes to this sediment
is related to its change in physical properties with
stratigraphic height.

I

At lower stratigraphic levels, the
i

),

Figure 2.19.

Rafting of Dmm in Dmm(r)!Fmd.
indicated by arrows.

Contacts
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B

'19
aforementioned characteristics are
With

increasin~

1 developed.

height the abundance of both silt and rock

clasts decrease to practically nil and pedogenic alterat
increases.

Alteration is an obvious fact, but the drop in

clast content of both types may reflect a change in both
sediment and depositional process.

The sediment becomes

less diamictic in appearance and more like a massive, fine
grained sediment.

The presence of

occasional clast may

be due to a "dropping-in" through a water column.
Rafts of either diamict may be

sted by the other.

Figure 2.19 (a) illustrates a case in point where a raft
of Dmm is present within Dmm(r)/F'md.
be small, usually

<1. Om

Most are lens shaped.

across

These rafts tend to

,20.0cm

thickness.

The amounts of Dmm raft

Dmm(r)/Fmd decrease with stratigraph

within

height lending

more credence to the idea that depositional processes
were changing over time.
Sm is a rather mundane lithofacies which occurs in
a variety of forms.

Figure 2.20 cites two examples, where

it occurs as a large lens-shaped layer and as discont
inuous blocks.

M

'

This lithofacies is far different than

the intra-formation inclusions in unit

A.

Notably the

variety of deformation styles are absent: this sand facies
ears totally devoid of deformation of any type.
relationships,
diamic

~

Contact

though sharp and uncomformable with the

do not show any evidence of shear or alteration

Figure 2.20.

Sm lithofacies.
(A) large, lens-shaped layer
(B) discontinuous inclusions.
(C) and (D) contacts with Dmm(r)/Fmd.
Note complete lack of glaciotectonic
deformation. Contact in (D) shown by
arrow.
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that characterize the sand/diamict contacts of
(fig. 2.20).

t A

Thus the geometry of the Sm must be relat

to depositional as opposed to post-depositional mechanisms,
Further differences with unit A inclusions are found
in grain size analysis (fig. 2.4).
be highly variable.
of pedogenesis.

Grain size t

This may, once

f

Thus fines

be

be a function
ity of a sand

Due to the high perm

unit, percolation of groundwaters

s to

te rapid.

1

ushed out of some

and concentrat

in others which overlie a (more) impermeable unit.
ing is evident in some

ers.

This

for the massive nature of this sed
d

so be a reason
ent.

enesis of the sands from pedogenic

result

S

Intensive
esses may have

in the destruction of primary structures (c.f.

ett and Catt, 1977; Eyles and Sladen, 1981).
As was stated with respect to

iamict contacts,

relationships between Dmm and Dmm(r)/Fmd are also quite
sharp.

Figures 2.19 and 2.20 illustrate

these features.

There is a complete lack of glaciotectonic deformation
at these contacts, if rafting is not included as deformation.

Even if it is, observation of these figures

clearly shows the di.ssimilarity between these and the
sheared contacts of unit A.
All three lithofacies exhibit flow characteristics.
Flow noses were observed occasionally throughout unit B

84

and, although flow directions were difficult to obtain,
a general southwest transport direction is inferred.
Figure 2.21 gives an example of a diamict flow.

2.2.)

Uni t

c.
Stratigraphic unit C is located

the centre of

the exposure, coinciding with the maxirnlliil elevation of
the ridge (fig. 2.1) and attains thicknesses of up to
14.0rn.

This unit pinches out rapidly as the flanks are

approached.

Contacts with

to find due to slumping.

ts A and B were difficult
However an unconformable relat-

ionship was observed with unit A.

The contact with unit

B was never identified precisely and may be transitional.
Al though owing to the differences in lithofacies compos-·
ition of the two units, it is doubtful that this is the
situation.

A more probable cause may be a post-depos-

itional modification by lower water levels.

This aspect

and its implications will be explored further in proceeding
chapters.
Unit C is composed of a variety of sand lithofacies
with subordinate diamict and gravel lithofacies.
facies present are 3d, Sr, 3m, St and Sh.

Sand

3d is, by far,

the most dominant within unit C (fig. 2.22).

It is very

85

"Om

6
Dmm

6
6

Dmm(r)/Fmd

Figure 2.21.

Flow structures in unit B. In this field
sketch Dmm hag flowed into a Dmm/Fmd
deforming the Dmm(r)/Fmd into a push front.

..

Soft-sediment deformation within unit C.
A) Mosaic of intercalated Dmm and Sd.
Dmm is shown truncating water-escape
structures in Sd.
B) Various sand lithofacies with thin
Drom interbeds. Note how the units grade
laterally from undeformed to highly
deformed. Further, the scale and amount
of dish-and-pillar structures should be
observed.
c) Sd..

Total destruction of primary
structures and internal stratigraphy ..

89
is 'charact-

different from its counterpart in unit A.
erized by soft-sediment

formation in

form of

and

pillar structures, flame structures, loading (ball-and-pillow
structures) and convolute laminations (
istic of water re

1975).

g.

ase (Lowe and LoPicollo,

Brittle failure is also present (
figure 2.

is shown

is unusually large.

2.

character-

1971.~;

Lm.,e,

• 2.24).

, the size of some of these structures
Most sizes of soft-sediment defor-

ruation structures cited from the literature (e.g. Lowe,

1975) are on the sc

e of centimetres.

structure depicted in
II

gure 2.23 (a) was measured to

shes" in excess of 4 .. 0m e

in width.

The dish and pillar

and a pillar of over 2.0m

Most are quite a bit smaller, however structures

this

about 2.5m in total width,

are

including the pillar.
are often found in close

sh and

ars and flame

s

al association: se

s of

sediment over 10.0m in width and approximately 2 .. 0m
thickness have been observed to be deformed by B

es of

dish and pillars with intervening flame structures.
Loading (ball-and-pillow structures) is common
although not as prevalent as the dish and pillar and flame
structures.
places.
brittle

By

This feature tends to

found in isolated

elves, convolute lamin

ions and

are isolated occurrences, but \.;hen in

association with other soft-sedim

ion

Figure 2.23.

Soft-sediment deformation structures.

eB.

(A) rod
Dish Bnd piller structures.
(A), note
presence of a gravel
cut-and-fill channel in the upper par"t
of the B
on Bnd that it has not been
effected by
scape. In (B), the
absence of p
structures should be
observed.
(c) and CD). Flame struc
s.
(C),
these are associated with dish-and-pillar
structures ..

(

Bnd (F).

Load structures.

(
Sr lithofacies (in this instance
type B climbing ripples) ~rBding into
convolute laminations (Sd).

•

,

/
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Figure 2.24.

Brittle fracture in unit C.
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structures are quite common.

For example, convolute

laminations are always found with other water release
features.
This type of lamination can also be found to overlie
St and, more often, Sr lithofacies.

Figure 2.25 illust-

rates a case where Sr grades into convolute laminations.
Also shown in this figure are the Sr and St lithofacies.
Sr is more common than St; St has only been documented in
limited places in unit C and always grades upwards into
Sr.

The latter facies is characterized by both type A

and type B climbing ripples.

Type A climbing ripples

(which mayor may not be underlain by St) from the base
of a sequence and exhibit a gradation upwards into type
B.

The transition from A to B is marked by an increasing

angle of climb followed by deposition on the stoss side
of the ripple form.
Sequences such as that depicted in figure 2.25 are
rather uncommon, due to extensive deformation caused by
water release.

These sequences are normally about J5cm

in thickness, although that in figure 2.25 is approximately 2.0m thick, and are truncated by Sd units or may
have a capping layer of Dmm.

The sequence in figure 2.25

is the only one capped by an FI lithofacies.
A further ramification of the lack of preserved St
and Sr sequences is with regards to palaeocurrent directions.
Since the small number of directions that could be
obtained from the preserved units would not produce1a

Figure 2.25-

Gradation from St to Sm. In this photomosaic, St occurs at the base and an
upwards progression follows with Sr
(type B then type A c1
ing-ripples)
grading in
then
. Note the
sence
of the dish-ancl-pillar structure. The
se
is capped by an Fl/Fm layer as
shown in the top part
photograph.
Trowel for Bcale.

lUV

\:,1
1,1
1:1
III

'I

I
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significant result, detailed palaeocurrent analysis was
not attempted.

However, where possible, palaeocurrents

were observed to have flowed roughly south to southwest.
Gradational contacts are also present between Sh and
St, and Sm and Sr.
of Sh to St.
instance.

Figure 2.26 (a) shows the transition

The thickness of Sh is of note in this

Sh is usually limited to such occurrences

and is thus only of very minor importance in unit C.

The

transition from Sm to Sr is illustrated in figure 2.27.
An important point with respect to figure 2.27 is that,
along with apparent coarsing upwards from Sm to Sr, the
sequence closely approximates what Reineck and Singh (1980)
term alternating bedding.

This feature is formed when

the depositional environment experiences alternating
periods of current activity and quiescence.
Sd was also found to be in contact with Sm.

In

figure 2.25, Sm overlies Sd truncating the convolute
laminations, thus appearing to have been deposited
after expulsion of ±he water from Sd.

However, in this

instance, grain size appeared to decrease from Sd to Sma
therefore the increase in fines may have decreased the
permeability of Sm sufficiently so as to allow vertical
movement of water, resulting in horizontal movement.
More commonly, the transition between Sd and Sm is gradational: the gradual decrease in the presence of laminae
due to the increasing amount of homogenization of the
sediment from water release.

~

Figure 2.26.

Gradational lithofacies for scale.
(A) Finely laminated Sh overlying
Dmm layer grading into St.
(B) Sr and St. Transitions between
type A climbing-ripples and small scale
trough crossbedded sands.
(C) St grading into Sr. In this
instance, both types A a?d B climbingripples are present.
(D) Sr lithofacies showing type B
limbing-ripples grading into type A.
Note increasing angle of climb.
(E) Close-up of type A climbing-ripples
in unit C.
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Figure 2.27.

8m to Sr.
(A) Apparent coarsening upwards
sequence. Note incipient ripple
forms just above clay seams.
(B)

Close-up of 8r in (A).
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Figure 2.28.

Gm lithofacies.
(A) Small-scale matrix-supported
channel infill.
(B) Channel infill deformed by waterescape. Note difference in grain size
between (A) and (B).
(C) and (D). Lenticular Gm in association
with Sh. SOIDe beds' appear to be inversely
graded.
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Contact relationships between Gm and the underlying
sand lithofacies are invariably sharp and unconformable.
Any laminations are truncated by the gravels.
contacts are

so sharp.

Upper

Therefore, the depositional

mechanism responsible for Gm must have been sudden, at
high velocities, followed by a rapid cessation of activity.
Dmm is not uncommon

normal1y~ ~~.

variable but are
over di

unit C.

es of

Thicknesses are

Om and can be continuous

to lO.Om to lS.Om

the maximum

2.22 (b)).

Unlike

in figure 2.22 (b), the most

s

common occurrence of Dmm is at the upper contacts of
dish

pil

structures.

the fin

ined nature of

The reason for this is due
: because of its grain

size, Dmm will have a low permeablity and thus will not
ow water to pass through.
pressures will

time

d to a point where water

(horizontally) to a 10

e

ity of weakness and puncture

Dmm, forming the dish and pillar structure

(Low~),

1985).

Contacts between Dmm and the underlying sands are
sharp and unconformable.
contacts.
evident.
initially.

Figure 2.29 illustrates the

As is readily seen. truncation of laminae is
Upper contacts appeared to be unconformable
However, figures 2.26 (a) and 2.29 (b) and

(c) show development of Sh lithofacies (NO. Scm thick)
overlying Dmm,

This appears to be qui te

finE~-grained

i.

Figure 2.29.

Dmm lithofacies.
(A) Sharp basal cpntact between Dmm
and Sm.

(B) Truncated Sd laminations by Dmm.
In both (A) and (B) it can be readily
seen that these contacts are quite
different to those sand/diamict contacts
of unit A.
.
(C) Close-up of a thin Dmm layer.
Notice how the upper part of the Dmm
layer had been deformed into a ripple
shape. Furthermore, convoluted sands
occur within this "ripple" form.
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and coarsens upwards

o St or

Although the .

process responsible for depositing Dmm probably waned
rapidly, remnants of this activity may have been responsible for the deposition of She
From observation of figure 2.29, it can be seen
that Drum is quite similar to its occurrence in unit B.
Indeed, physical prop
units Band C.

Thus, l.t is reas

the mechanism of

o

interest

(¢).

s have not

to assume that
not

ion

either.

phenomena is pictured in

Along the upper contact with St,

forms ere devel

ed.

the Drum layer,

In

Ie-shaped

en the ripple-form

pres

and appears to reflect

aence of turbulence.

Deformation of rippl

and crossbedded sands has been documented by Allen
attribute folded croasb

Banks (1972).

drag force imparted to the sub
current.

by an overflowing

This current is not of suffici
shear is

velocity to erode its bed; however,
present to result in

formation

b

A similar process is envisaged for the
depicted in ii

a 2.29 (c).

saturation point following d
this sediment should be fa
current.

to the

forma.
tures

Since Dmm will be near
osition, erosion of
ea

by an

owing

However, this was probably of low velocity

as indicated by Sh.

sence of 81:1

been
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enough to initiate compaction of Dmm, due to overburden
pressure and subsequent water release.

Upon compaction

and de-watering, along with increasing overflowing
current velocities as indicated by Sr, entrainment of Dmm
ensued but since shear velocity was not enough to fully
erode Dmm, deformation into a ripple-shape resulted.
Like unit B, unit C has suffered the effects of
pedogenesis.

The upper 1.5m is heavily stained in places

and the destruction of certain physical properties is
suspected.

Calcareous concretions have formed at various

depths, within the upper 2.0m, sporadically throughout
the unit.
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Chapter 3

Depositional Mechanisms

,

~r.T"

Uni t A

In determining the depositional mechanism responsible
for unit A sedimentation, several considerations must be
taken into account.

Unit A is composed of, by and large,

a uniform sediment (Dmm) that lacks vertical and lateral
changes and is devoid of continuous interbeds.

Deform-

ation style is of high shear and low strain rate, capable
of macro-scale deformation.

Finally, the presence of the

sand inclusions, which were formed by entirely different
depositional processes than Dmm.
The uniformity of unit A indicates that the depositional environment remained constant throught the time of
deposition and that deposition and deformation were
closely related.

The sand blocks, however, do represent

a different depositional mode than Dmm; due to their discontinuity, their deposition marks only an intermittent
and very localized change in depositional style.

That Dmm

remains unchanged above and below the sand inclusions
attests not only to the continuity of deposition, but
that the sand lithofacies were probably formed synchronously with Dmm and in the same depositional environment.
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These considerations, and the observational data
expressed in chapter 2, are fundamental in the determination of process(es) and environment(s) of deposition.
These processes are highly variable wi.thin the glacial
realm (see Sugden and John, 1976, for example) and a
detailed discussion of these environments would be far
beyond the scope of this thesis.

For the sake of brevity,

only two environments will be discussed with regards to
unit A sedimentation: subglacial and proglacial.

Glacio-

lacustine or glaciomarine sediments will not be entertained
here since their characteristics are quite different than
those exhibited by unit A.

This will become apparent

later in the chapter.
The sedimentological characteristics of the tills
and diamicts found subglacially and proglacially are given
in table 3.1.

These are grouped into lodgement and meltout

tills and gravity flows, the former two reflecting the subglacial environment, the latter, proglacial.

Two cautionary

notes: certain authors feel that subglacial sediments should
be subdivided further than what is shown in table 3.1.
Examples of such segregation are deformation and lee-side
tills.

These are supposed to represent sediment comprised

mostly of shattered bedrock and till deposited in the lee
of a bedrock obstruction, respectively.

In the author's

opinion, these "tills" are the result of lodging or meltout
and should thus be classified as such.

Secondly, proglacial
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1) If sediment underlying is soft,
material may deform by shear. Development of water-escape structures.
Rafting may occur. If consolidated,
modification of underlying sediment
will be negligible. Either case,
sharp, non-erosional contacts

C)

Till
features

1) Consists of gravel, sand, silt/clay
with varying amounts of each.
2) Clasts may be dispersed through a
supporting matrix. Clast supported
diamicts may also be present
3) ~lasts show a poor fabric; dispersed
fabrics are common.
h) Massive, graded. and stratified units
occur. Grading can be inverse (distribution or coarse-tail) or normal.
Flow structures are very common
5) Lower part of unit may exhibit shear
if a non-deforming plug was transported
within flow. If whole unit was in
shear then shear zone will not form.
6) Presence of interbedded units of fluvioglacial or glaciolacustrine origin.
7) Deposit will resemble an interbedded
sequence of flows and associated fluvioglacial and glaciolacustrine units.

D)

Landforms

1) Hummocky topography will result with
associated eskers and morainic ridges
caused by a retreating ice mass

---- ----- -.------- - - ------ --*The term "flow till" has been recently disputed by Lawson
(1981) and Rappol (1983) in that since these diamicts have
been re-deposited and hence modified from their original
state, the ,term till is inappropriate. In agreement with
Lawson (1981) and Rappol (1983), the author will continue
to term these an gravity flow or mass flow deposits.
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diamict are referred to as gravity flows.

Recently,

Lawson (1981, 1982) and Rappol (1983), have stated that
e d

8

ts deposited proglacially are by gravity

owage as opposed to direct involvement by the ice, these
sediments are not true tills.

Therefore, in keeping with

this, the author will only refer to s

iments deposit

directly by ice as tills.
As can be seen in table 3.1, gravity
assoe

ows occur in

tion with sediments from fluvial and lacustrine

environments, common in the proglacial zone of a stagnant
or r

eating ice mass.

Lawson (1979;

21) has document

the sedimentation patterns in the marginal zone of the
Glacier in southern Alaska, and s
res

im

ion

s

cesses by gravity flow are the most

of depo

dominant
t

es that

tion.

as in one season.

D

s

undergo rewa

Flows have been charact

on the basis of several physical parameters, which vary with
er content,

types (Lawson, 1981;

82) .

characteristics are presented in table 3.2 and il
figure 3.1.

These
ted

These flows have similarities with some of

the more viscous types of flows common in delta fans

and

continental shelves, as discussed by Lowe (1979) and Nard
ft !.§:l..!.. (1979) .

Examination of tables 3. 1 and). 2 and figure

3.1 readily demonstrate that the properties of gravity flows
wi

their associated fluvioglacial and glaciolacustrine

deposits and landforms are quite different than the
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Sediment flow properties (after Lawson, 1981, 1982).
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Figure 3.1.
table 3.2.

Illustration of flows as classified in

A)

crassections of flows, parallel and tranaverse to movement. Note changes in physical
parameters.

B)

idealized internal structures of flows with
varying water contents.

Unit 1: massive to normal grading, texturally
heterogeneous, gravel within traction zone.
Unit 2: massive, texturally heterogeneous,
large grains absent.
Unit 3: massive, but has zones of texturally
distinct or structured sediment, vertically
oriented clasts common.
Unit 4: massive, fine-grained matrix similar to
unit 2, lacks coarse clasts.
Unit 5: horizontally laminated sands and silts
deposited by meltwater.
Unit 6: massive or norma~ to coarse-tail
grading, silty sand.
e)

typical proglacial sequence at the Matanuska
Glacier.
(Lawson, 1981)
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characteristics exhibited by unit A.

Therefore deposition

by sediment gravity flow in a proglacial environment may
be discounted.
The features of lodgement and meltout tills that are
deposited subglacially, are described in table

J.1.

When

compared to the characteristics of gravity flows, subglacial tills exhibit far more deformation structures than
mass flows both internally and externally ie,with r
to intercalated sediments and their substrates.
is due to depositional process.
posit

ect

The reason

Lodgement tills are de-

when the drag force on the debris exceeds the shear

Eltress applied
to iIL.§..i tu

melt

the ice, whereas mel tout tills form due
of stagnant, debris-laden ice.

If

debris-laden ice overrides soft, incompetent bedrock or
unlithified sediment, one can see that because of the low
strain rates involved, the substrates will become deformed.
Examples of bedrock modification by ice are documented by
Banham (19'15) and Berthelsen (1978; 1979) who show well
developed folds and attenuation features exhibited by
bedrock

floes within lodgement tills in the United Kinedom

and ::)candanavia, respectively.

Deformation of unlithifi

albeit permafrozen, sediments is a very common occurrence.
Hecent cases of this phenomenon are exam

ed by Bluemle

and Clayton (1.984), who discuss ice-thrust features formed
during the late

sconsin in North Dakota.

Similar work

has been performed by Thomas (1984) and Thomas and Summers

(1984) in the U.K., and E

8,

r

ec1ively, who attribute
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large scale thrusting and folding of unlithified sediments
to be the overriding of pro glacial and glacial sediments
by an advancing ice sheet.

It should be noted that Eyles

and Eyles (1984) have developed a model

I'

the Isle of Man

sediments discussed by Thomas (1984),

do not invoke the

involvement of an advancing ice sheet over a permafrozen
sandur but to glaciomarine processes.
The p

zen nature of the underlying sediments

is fundamental

the d

structures.

of

ent of the

iO-dynamic
trate is accomplished

by a "freezing-on" orocess (Boulton, 1970 b): intersti t
water with

ed debris is

in the process the debris is incorpo

e ice sheet

eet ( fig. 3.2).

the ice

zen on to the base of

The freez

the penetration of a freezing
e debris which is

Once

orporat

the debris will exp
from interparti
how incompet

-on process
through

upon the permeab-

turn dep

ity and the porosity of the sed
and b).

ed

(Menzies t 1981 a

into the

zone of the ice,

ence intensive shearing, and abrasion

e contacts.

From this it is easily seen

bedrock and permafrozen

es are de-

formed while in transport.
rmation need not entail s

D

Thomas' (

84) model for the development of the Bride

Moraine of the I
The s

ficant transport.

e of rv'.:an serv(:?s as an excellent example.

iments that comprise the

ide Moraine are a series
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of proglacial and glacial sediments which have been de·formed into a series of folds and thrust slices.

'llhe con-

trasting lithologies of the sequence caused the differential
development of permafrost: sands and gravels were frozen
to their high porosity and permeability whereas the
s

t/clay-rich sediments were not frozen, not only due

a lower transmiss
ooled
s

ility but due to the presence of superc-

erstitial water.
ents d

coarse-

ing

is resulted in the fine-grained-

a more ductile fashion than the

ed sediments, thus allowing the latter sedim

to move as a result of the

of the fine-grained

material.
If silt/clay-rich s
faclli

e movem

deform.

Perma

poor.

I

iments are not pres
zen mat

p

f'!

'-'

zen soils are either

In both cases ice

will internally

e-rich or ice-

rms as a cement; in ice

soils ice lenses and veins

so occur.

h

In the latter

material, ice content is such that
is removed

to

intergranular contact

thus deformation will approximate that of

ice (Nixon and McRoberts, 1976).

n

grain contact

will result in deformation characteristics somewhat different
from that of ice-rich soils.
stern (1978) and Mo

enstern

and Iv[ore;en-

Work by Rogg

. (1980) has shown that

in ice-poor silty clays shear stresses necessary

1'"

defor-

mation were )200kpa, much greater than that for ice-rich
soils.

Internal angles of friction were

und to be similar

to that of the same sediment in the thawed state.

This may

be due to the growth of ice lenses within the material
during deformation.

Examination of these features showed

displacements and fabric devel

s.

Although permafrozen sediments d
ice cementation is to cause
unit.

e sediment to behave as a

Without the cement of ice, debris part

be entrained
the

ividuaLly.

les would

suffer abrasion within

zone.

s

e the s

ion

e

iE~

ib

1s

t

not

defor··
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i

es produced by

struc

is
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ion. d
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e
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The most docurnen

(Hobbs

di

e of an ice she

ear, it

e
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ear

.. --. .197'7).
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The

t

furthermore
movement. d

The observations

( 1969 )

(1974).
es

found that over short dis
vertical val'

s has been

icability of fabric rneasurem

discussed by Yo

t~

, the effect of

in

both

ions were cons

01'1
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tions
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ly

e

eral
erable;
that no

ed from this

uld be

ung (1969) were made on COarS(3-

ed till (Menzies, personal communication, 1983),
thus interactions between grains,

though tending to

glve preferred orientations, may have

so hindered in
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fabric development.

Conversely, Mark (1974) claims that

plunge, if statistically significant can be used as a
directional indicator.

Mark (1974) does state that if

plunge is not statistically significant, directions of
ice movement should not be attempted.
More recently, however, work on lodgement and meltout tills by Kruger (1979) and Shaw (1982), respectively,
show that fabric measurements can provide an indication
of ice movement.

Therefore, bearing in mind the limit-

ations expressed by Young (1969) and Mark (1974), fabric
measurements can be used, but should be used in
conjunction with other directional indicators such as
drumlin directions and striations.
A further effect of shear imparted on subglacial
debris is the development of lineations and foliations.
The importance of these features have recently been
pointed out by various workers

(~.

Ehlers and Stephen,

1979; Eyles et.al., 1982; Shaw, 1982; Thomas, 1984).
Lineations are normally developed along contacts with
intercolated or underlying sediments on the underside of
the till.

These are usually slickensided or "ribbed"

surfaces orientated parallel to the shear direction
(Ehlers and Stephen, 1979; Rappol, 1983).

Foliations

involve the alignment of platy minerals into the plane
of shear (Hobbs et.al., 1977).

In tills, these may be

produced by clay mineral alignments on the microscopic
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scale, or on a larger scale. the alignment of all
particles, which gives the appearance of cleavage.
Thomas (1984) claims that the latter form can be confused
with sedimentary

bedding~

with regards to the Isle of Man

sediments which Thomas (1984) states exhibit

eavage,

Eyles and Eyles (1984) interpret this as a stratified
diamict or Dms lithofacies.
Development of meltwater channel sediments
subglacial tills is not uncommon.

thin

Eyles and Sladen

(1981)~

Eyles et.al., (1982), Shaw (1982) and Rappol (198J) all
give examples of these features in both lodgement and
meltout tills.

The subject of glacier hydrology and the

flow of water at the base of an ice sheet has been debated
for some time (Paterson, 1981 and references therein).
Water can flow in three different forms subglacially: in
channels incised upwards into the ice (R-channels), channels within the substrate (N-channels), or in sheet flow.
Theoretical analysis has shown that both channeled and
sheet flow may occur; however the time duration and extent
of channelization is still under contention (Walder. 1982;
\II/eertman and Birchfield, 1983).

Sheetflow may be more

widespread than previously thought: Shaw (1983) attributes
the formation of drumlins to the action of subglacial
meltwater flow in sheets.
Meltwater deposits can range from laminated clays,
due to ponding, to coarse gravels produced by energetic

1

stream flow (Eyles, ~:t.."?:l .• 1982).

Deformation of those

sediments is quite common (Shaw p 1982; Rappol, 198J) involving destruction of primary s

tures, channel geometry

and production of sheared contacts, for example.

The

reasons for and mechanisms of deformation have previously
been discussed with regards

permafrost development.

Although deformation is quite common,
of primary structures
omley (198 /4-) document a
deposits have been expos
Norway.

These sands and

still occur.

ervat

Harris and Both-

ent-day case where meltwater
at the marg

of Leirbreen in

s have well devel

ed fore-

set beds and climbing ripple sequences which are interpreted as deltaic in origin, were
within a cavity, frozen

transpo

englacially

rID

ed along shear

planes, without any apparent deformation.
From the following discussion it is bbvious that the
features
origin.

und within Dmm strongly
Clast

est a

ia1

cs paral1. eline lineation orienta tioTlf;"

development of shear structures and

e deformation ex-

hibited within the sand inclusions run c

to a pro-

glacial origin.
VJhether

is a lodgement ot m

difficult to determine.

A glance

b1e 3.1 shows that

these tills are quite similar although
differently.

In modern

ronments m

presently forming and are easily

tout till is very

ey are formed
tout tills are

entified (

ulton, 197'1 a;
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Shaw, 1977&, Lawson, 1979).

claim that meltout till is distingui
of interstrat
clast

Shaw (19

Holdersen

ed by the presence

ed, unlithified sorted s

entat

parall

to

ents, preferred

e flow, and a till con-

figuration closely approximating
former two

terist

ment tills (Eyles

over unlithified
these s

1982), are fo

ensue.

~elt

and

thin Dmm.

of the sand lithofacies

Consider an

e sheet

laoia1 sediments.

iments and d
of

sit
e

The

s, which are also common in lodge-

et.a~.,

ion.

s.

d

e presence and d
may hold the sol

DefoTI:Jation of

of lodfement till would

e would

duce both

lac

acial meltwaters which would t
on dis

fluctuat

to some d

imated fluvial
.Channelizat
chann

~

elize

e,

the

er

h

s may be more likely since eros

in the conduit would b
the meltwater s

s-laden water .

d either be in R- or N-c

ice would be easier than debris-rich

s; R-

n of

or

S

entation

e.

to close the cavi
would b

ambient debris temperatures.

in

have

ow may have approx-

itions or surges of d
wo

)

freeze

Closure of

Concurrently,
e to

e

e cavity would

result in deformation of the upper part of the sand unit,
destroying or modifying primary structures.

At this point

the sand inclusion would be entirely in the frozen state
would undergo freezing to the basal part of the ice
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sheet, ie. entrainment from freezing-on processes.

Because

of the sudden increase in debris contact, the shear strength
of the basal zone would increase substantially.
reased

This inc-

ear strength may have exceeded the shear stress

appli

by the ice, thus resulting in stagnation of the
layer, and an upward shift in the zone of shearing.

The stagnant debris
d
m

h ice would then have experienced

rmatlon from the overriding ice, and would have lodgetill d

sit

on top of the stagnant ice.

is

scenario is illustrated in figure 3.).
Therefore, what is
10

em

ents.

tout processes acting at the

'-TO

deposit.i

is a success

and resulting

t

ment of

sited.
e mel

ier bed

deformation of the sed-

Initially as the ice advances, 10

will be d

of

This will continue unt

ement till
the develop-

r,' el twa ter

er channels is initi.at

channels only mark a localized stoppage in lodgement:
where channels do not occur, lodging will continue.
channels c
briefly.

se, lodgement will initiate

t

Once

but only

Stagnation of the basal layer and the upwards

shift of the zone of shear result in the onset of melto

condit

In the field, identification of this occ-

urrence t the upper contact of the meltout till/channel
sediment association, is very difficult.

In places, shear

zones are found approximately 10.0 to 15.0m above the sand
inclusion till contact, and in others no shear zones exist.

gure 3$3.

Depositional model for unit A.
1) Deposition of lodgement till onto a
mobile bed.
2) influx of subglacial meltwaters
results in development of R-channels.

3) channels infill with sediment.
During this time ambient temperatures
will cause sediment to freeze (indic ad
by arrows showing p
ion
ezing
fronts) ..
4)
zing-on process re
s in
entrainment of channel s€:diment ..

5) stagnation of basal
due to
incorporation of meltwater sediment.
Zone of maximum shear shifts upwards.
6) deposi tion of lodgement.. Over-thrusting of ice will result in
deformation of channel sediment ..
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The shear zones in the former case are probably the meltout/lodpement contacts, whereas in the latter, the Sd/Dmm
contact may be the zone of decollement or the contact ma,y
be obscured entirely.
The mod
within, the

lithofacies.

common in delta
•
•
'1
lence
perloe.

pulsat

explains the deformation of. and struc
The climbing ripple sequences,

and turbiditic environments which expersurges of debris-laden water, reflect the

nature of

e waters within the channels.

sheared upper contacts, till injections and convoluted laminations are all products of
e

ear from the overrid

ulting may have two origins.

Thrust faults. indicat-

ive of compression, were probably formed
hy the upper lodgement till.

deformation

I'iormal faul ts, on the other

hand, are a type of collapse structure
cementing the debris

ice.

ed from

rmed when the ice

e till resulti

in

subsidenc e.
Large scale s
or

overthru:;:~t

tures were the result of entrainm

processes.

The inclusion

figure 2.8 (a)

ears to be deformed to a minor extent on the macroCloser inspection revealed that the upper

a

lusion was deformed and seperated from the
part by a till inclusion.

of the incweI' undeformed

The upper part undoubtedly

suffered deformation from entrainment.

The lower part

escaped untouched due to the pressure of the till
The till

e.

lusicn.

elusion, hein!.'/' of low permpahility, did not
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th(~

low penetration of freezing fronts into

lower sands.

Shearing, therefore t took plaCE: wi thin th e inclusion its

f,

deforming the upper part and just below the till layer as
shoV\'11 in

2.11 (d).

12

The more highly deforrrll:)d inclusions were
by

e/s

e ice

ime:r:t m

12

over-thrust mot

would have exp
of

conto

ice.

d

Id

The s

enced

e upper ice.

ear from the

This r

ted

of the channel s

of this phenoMenon are

und in

s.

Examples

ul.ton (1970a) and Shaw

(1977a).
eoretieal

est

s s

s

t

1

s are in existence briefly (Weertman and Birchfi
198)).

The subglacial channels in

t

A

climb

ripple Eequences preserved, when undeformed.
en

as have been studi

1971,
12

3: Ashley
studies

ence of 01

A

(

Ifhese sed
. Allen,

extensively (

82), and references therein).

(1982) have shown that a

ey

1'5 ppl es ,"" 20cm

ted the

sely

ick, that

environment. was deposited

1.5 to 3.0 hours at flow velocities of 15 to 40crn/s.
sequence depicted in figure 2.9 is approximat
Applying the findings of Ashley

~i:..al.

(1982)

could have been deposited in-as little as

e

2.5m thick.
I

this sequence

to 40 hours,

How realistic this time duration is, is unknown.

However

it does indicate that these channels may well indeed be
only brief occurrences.

d,
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).2 Unit B

Unlike unit A, unit B is not charact
predominance of one lithofacies.
the three litho
exception.

ies exh

Near the

Individually, none of

it domination. with one minor
e, Dmm is present with minor

Drnm(r)/Fmd intercalations.
ion were

zed by the

e

Thus, condit

during sed-

some ext

the litho-

ions.

ies reflect these val'

e major difference with unit A,
stated above, is that unit
iotec
ear
i

contacts, lin

B

does not

as a poss

rrhe lack of

e scale deformation

ions

ustrates that the conditions whi

Therefore, the

ear to exhibit

1c deformation.

unit B deposition were to

with that

ed during

PI'

ly differ

lacial environment

from

A.

t

be discounted

ity for unit B.
Ie J.1 shows that sediments deposit

are highly variable

lithofacies composition.

proglacially
What is

not shown in table 3.1 are the other two major proglac
environments: glaciolacustr

e and glaci

glaciomarine environment can be neglect

The
as a possibility

since there are no records of these conditions in southern
Ontario during the Pleistocene (Prest, 1969).

However,

since sedimentation processes in large proglacial lakes
are virtually the same as those found in the marine
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sch, 1983), reference

environment (Andrews and

be

made where applicable.
Terrestrial proglacial sedimentation is characterized
a definit

sui te

0

f landforms

Boulton (1972) and Boulton and Paul (1976)
three

have defin

ia

i

and

ent land

dj,

, supraglacial and glaciated

:-;lac

eh mora

system

which t

t~h

0

1.2

e thE!

'l'he pro-

1 ey.

composed of 10
I'm

glacial

h is super

of drur;, 1 ins , flut

on the pro

s

till

em

es, kame and kettJe and eskers.

aeial, wh

and

e supra-·
acial/ru~-

tern, is rrostly KEirne moraines composed of m t-

out till

sed

e up of med
of

lac

ows,

ent fT8vl ty
1 and lat

it if) baE)

moraines

on id

ton (1972)

e laminat

kame terraces

this approach, since
does not

ized sequences

ed landforms.

1 environm

01N

iments
and
lch

Outwash s
ul (1976) state c

Boulton
zone; are ex

e local

te which s

the terrestr

assoc

the proglac

Ftern is

1 till and d

es into account, it does illu
are found

ley

'rhe

Although there are some flaws

e

iments, often

(Boulton, 1972; Boulton and

termed a landform associat
Paul, 1976).

s

ernely va

sediments

Ie.

'Phese can

kettle holes,

and fluvial deposits within moraines parellel
stream depo:::::its (

ise

Lllton, 1972;

ows
the ice
ton

Figure 3.4.

Sediment/land form associations.
A) Subglacial/proglacial
B) Supraglacial
C) Valley

(Boulton and Paul,

1976).
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and Paul, 1976; Shaw, 1979, Rappol, 1983;

~iall,

1983).

When these ideas are compared to unit B sediments
at Mohawk Bay, one can see that sedimentation could not
have taken place terrestrially.

The southern part of the

Niagara Peninsula is devoid of any landforms of the type
Boulton (1972) and Boulton and Paul (1976) attribute to
terrestrial proglacial sedimentation.

Furthermore

although unit B sediments are somewhat varied, they do
not exhibit the characteristics of the sediments associated with kettle holes, outwash fans or eskers.

Also

the areal extent of these deposits is on the scale of
square kilometres (c.f. Cowan, 1975).

Therefore pro-

glacial sedimentation in a terrestrial environment is
not a likely possibility.
Recently, research into glaciogenic sedimentation
in southern Ontario has revealed that glaciolacustrine
deposits are more widespread than first thought (c.f.
Eyles and Eyles, 1983).

These sediments, which show

similarities in some cases to glaciomarine sediments, can
be sub-divided into proximal and distal regimes.
The proximal zone is considered to be the grounding
line of an ice sheet as it transforms into an ice shelf
or termination of the ice as a ramp.

Grounding line

facies varies as a function of seven factors:
1)

retreat rate of the grounding line

2)

fluctuations (both long and short term) during
retreat
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3)

type of ice front

4)

water depth

5)

basal thermal conditions at the grounding line

6)

ocean (lake) current velocities

7)

disc

e rates of meltwater

It should be stated that these variables apply to both ice
shelf and tidewater condit
occur as
restrict

to the tid

er

iolacustrine environment as well as ice shelves

Proximal zone s
banks.

.•

7) .

iments are usually fa

These are sim

and mark the position of
she

iomarine environment.
ion, has been attributed to

(S haw, 1977b; Evenson

morai

Tidewater ice fronts which

(c.f. Powell, 1981), are not necessarily

This ice marginal
the

s.

comprising

to crossvalley moraines

e ground

line of an ice

Sediments are both diamictic and sorted in nature.

Diamicts are formed by s

ension fallout. gravity flow,
1

bottom melting of an ice shelf and basal

sque(~zing.

Sorted

and stratified sediments are produced by suspension fallout
from over and interflows, underflows, traction currents and
low density, low viscosity gravity flows.
iments are mostly sands and gravels s
winnow

The latter sed-

e currents tend to

remobilize the silt/clay fraction and transport

it basinward.

The d

ts are more variable in grain size

composition, being more coarse if deposited by gravity flow
and finer if deposited by suspension fallout (Powell. 1984).
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Distal zone sediments tend to be dominated by
laminated and diamict muds, which, in the marine environment, have abundant fauna throughout (Anderson, 1972; Domack,

1982).

Sedimentation processes are usually dominated by

suspension fallout. iceberg rafting, gravity flows and
bottom currents.
the produc

Lam

ed and diamict muds are usual

of the two former processes.

this environment usually take

e form of turbidity or
result in more

contour currents (Wright.
sandy d

sits al

scan

ted

se of a turbidite (Walker, 1965).
so be thE: result of uns
topoE':raphic highs into tro
son, 198J)

on

flows

Gravi

I'm as a

Gravity flow can

e sediment fl
s

.

the 1
Bottom c

of

0

•. i
"

e or ocean bottom

so

,C'

,J

I'm

coarser grained sediment, forming sand or
ogous to those

the proximal zone (Powell, 1984).

e common in the glaciolacustrine
the glac

rorun

than

e, is the rhythmic nature of these sedim

This is more prevalent in the distal s
are the dominant sediment, reflect
ension fallout and slunmer sed

s where varves
er sedimenta t
entation

current or underflow activity (
More recently, several authors have shov,'Yl that 10

idi
ee, 1969).
ized

variations in water depth, rainfall and temperature can
result

influxes of coarse sediment which can increase

the number of coar<:'le/fine couplets deposited in one year
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(Shaw and Archer, 1978; Shaw

and H

1978; Lamb

_"'-,2::_-:::'::::'"

1979) .
In the proximal zone, eycl
This is mainly due to a

ity is not as marked.

er influx of sediment as w 1

as an increased number of' processes operat
margin.

Examples of

by Shaw (197

e ice

s type of sedimentat

). Shaw and Arc

are given
ser (1983).

'78) and

These workers show a predom

e of gravi

of various types, form

sequences of sands

d

icts.

defor-mat

th

Fluctuations of the ice
of the sediments (

Deformation in the

rID

in can result

e structures may
e beneath the

sediments (see fig. 14, Shaw, 1977b).
these s

iments usually results

iodeltaic sequence.

84) ,

es,

as and

of co

because of melting of buried

ow deposits

Progression of
ion of a

the

These d

s

the usual topset, foreset and bottomset sequences.
set strata are c
or rhythmically lam

outwash

ents (A

ey, 1975;

ed sands

sands or sil

and c

,Fore-

e scale planar crossb

set beds consist of
capp

and

sed of crosslaminat

t

sand
GUEl

s of the

and LeBlanc Smith and ErikEson, 1979).

at Mohawk Bay, a glaciolac

are
.p c

~)

sedim-

75: Edwards, 1978;

en

Applyine; the abov(? comm

Bottom-

1;0

This is illustrat

e sed

e environment can be spec-
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ulated

for its deposition.

ar::Lties between

Due to the close simil-

of unit A and B, and the

ence of

flow structures in Dmm, gravity flow of subglacial debris
into

zone is proposed.

that

the proximal zone of sub or englacial

sedim
c

though chang
e the phys

resedim

s

1

matrix
I

ts s

ended within a silt/

been described and discussed by Lowe
Lowe (19 8 2 )

e buoyancy and cohesiveness of the silt/

er matI'

11

support the larger c

rise to a s
re

a strong resemblance to its

19 82) and Law son (1979, 19 [H I 1982).

states that
c

Thus the

,

Massive flows with c

( 1979

primary structures, will not

properties substantially.

protolith.

cl

Powell (1984) states

tureless sediment.

ting deposit is termed a c

mud flow and

durint,

debris flow or

", .. include many so-

stones, boulder clays, tilloids,

The

ed pebbly mud-tites ... " (p.

d

293, Lowe, 1982).
The features illustrated by Eins

e

Lawson (1979, 1981, 1982) and Lowe (1979,

82) are

consistent with those found in Dmm, which exh

sub-

stratal rafts of Dmrn(r)/Fmd, silt clasts, and push
features.

Thus it is concluded that Dmm was probably

formed by viscous flow, as a cohesive debris flow (Lowe,
1979, 1982; type I Lawson, 1979, 1981, 1982) within a
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a proximal glaciolacustrine environment.
It is generally accepted that in a glaciolacustrine
or glaciomarine environment, as the distance from the
grounding line increases, sediment becomes increasingly
finer grained being dominated by muds and diamictic muds
(Anderson, 1972; Edwards, 1978).

However, Orheim and

Elverhoi (1981) and Powell (1984) state that pebbly, fine
grained sediments can be found in the proximal zone.

This

usually occurs under conditions of rapid retreat when subglacial and englacial debris is rafted away quickly.

In

this situation, diamictic or bergstone muds are found in
association with thin, sorted gravel and sand units and
other waterlain diamicts.

Orheim and Elverhoi (1981)

have conducted x-ray examination of these muds from the
Weddell Sea and have found the sediment to be devoid of
any laminae.
The fine grained, massive nature of Dmm(r)/Fmd and
its association with debris flows, suggests a correlation
with diamictic muds in the proximal zone.

Rafting and

the presence of silt clasts are not mentioned by Orheim
and Elverhoi (1981) or Powell (1984) but are present in
Dmm(r)/Fmd.

These were probably due to resedim.entation

processes.

Dmm(r)/Fmd may have initially been deposited

on topographic highs.

Increased sedimentation would have

created instability and resulted in downslope movement of
this material. Mass movement in the form of viscous flows

,'..
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would have caused entrainment of the substrate periodically,
a manner similar to that of Dmm.

The lack of turbulence

within the flow would have resulted in fine grained particles
remaining i.n the flow and not being remobilized,
ow been turbulent, re-mob
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caused the formation of a coarse-grained d

sit.
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cause, and probably resulted in alteration from the initial
size (c.f. Madgett and

C~tt,

1977), depositional processes

could well have played a part.

~uspension

fallout would

have resulted in the settling of sands, silts and clays
into one unit. albeit a graded unit.

Underflow and

turbidity current mechanisms would form a unit devoid of
silts and clays since the turbid nature of the current
would mobilize the fines and transport them basinward.
Pedogenesis would result in percolation of fines downward's
through the unit.

Since both Dmm and Dmm(r)/Fmd are fine

grained diamicts, they would have a low permeability and
serve as a barrier to percolating groundwaters, thus
halting downward movement of fines.

The silt/clay part-

icles would then be trapped within Sm.

This process

would remove the primary grading of the unit and result
in a massive unit.

Redistribution of fines would have

effected Sm of underflow or turbidity current origin

but

since the fines were of low concentration initially the
diagenetic change would be limited.
To summarize, it is proposed that unit B was formed
in an ice-marginal, glaciolacustrine environment.

Dmm

was the result of downslope movement of subglacial debris
in the form of cohesive debris flows (c. f. Lowe, 1979, 1982).
Dmm(r)/Fmd was deposited by two processes, suspension fallout and downslope movements, with the latter decreasing
with time, as marked by decreasing amounts of substratal

".'.

;,"

.." .. .. ..........,.;
'

""'';".'

,.
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rafting.

Sm was formed by two processes also.

Underflows

of turbidity currents deposited coarser Sm, devoid of fines,
whereas suspension fallout resulted in the deposition of
finer grained Sm.

Pedoeenic processes resulted in the

redistribution of fines in Sm, thus altering some of the
initial primary characteristics.

3.3 Unit C

As was shown in Chapter 2, unit C is quite different
from the other two

strati~raphic

units.

This is illustrated

hy the presence of the several sand lithofacies, and minor
diamict lithofacies.

Although deformation has probably

extensively altered these sediments from their primary
state, it is of a style that is far different from that
which effected unit A.

Deformation is of water escape

variety as opposed to glaciotectonic: this is indicated by
the presence of dish-and-pillnn structures, flame structures,
ball-and-pillows, and convolute laminations.

On the basis

of these features, a subglacial environment can be rejected.
Soft-sediment deformation in the form of waterescape structures, is common in fine sands to coarse silts
which exhibit low cohesion, relatively high permeability
and loose packing (Allen, 1971, 1982; Lowe, 1975).

One

factor that encourages in their deformation is a high
sedimentation rate.

This causes the underlying sediments
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to dewater quickly, resulting in the destruction of primary
features.
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Table 3.3
Environments where soft-sediment deformation is common.
Environment
Alluvial fans

Shallow-water
marine

Fluvial

Location
Areas of sharp
topographic
relief. Usually
the result of
inter-cratonic
faulting or
uplift.
Maritime
regions where
deposition is
dominated by
tidal, wave and
longshore current processes.

Various

Sedimentary Features
Predominantly gravel and
coarse sands. Comprised of
Gmt Gms, Sp, Sh and St.
May be associated with
braided rivers downstream.
Dependant upon dominant
process. Wave c~rrent dominated shores are composed
of ripple, mega-ripple and
sandwave bed forms comprising linear sand ridges.
Ridges occur in a series
sub-parallel to coast and
measure 10m high x 2 to J
km in width.
Tidal-dominated shores are
composed of large sandwaves
(represented as ridges)
showing complex internal
structure of dunes, antidunes, re-activation surfaces and foreset beds.
Subdivided into straight,
braided, meandering and
anastomosed.
Straight: accumulation of
coarse bedload material
over short distances.
Meandering: long sinuousrivers characterized by
lateral accretion along
point bars.
Anastomosed: similar to
braided except the lack
of one predominant channe.l.
Islands tend to be vegetated and aggradation is
vertical.
Braided: common in glacial
system~. Gravel or sand
dominated. Sandy braided
streams are composed of
large bar complexes and
sandstone sheets of complex
internal structure. Structures found are cross-to
plane-bedded sands and dunes.
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Environment
Del taic

Location _~~diment~xx_:fe!i;l.J:~~s_
Subdivided into topset,
Mouths of
cha.nnels ent- fereset and bottom-set
ering large
beds. Topset beds approxbodies of
imate braided .fluvial
water.
conditions. Foresets are
composed of large planar
crossbeds which are formed
be viscous gravity flows.
These grade laterally into
bottomset beds. Sediments
are dominated by mass flows
and suspension fallout; may
be
cxclie in nature.
...
.---Development of Bouma sequTurbidites
Various.
Resultant of
ence. See figure 3.6.
turbid gravity
flows travelling a.loog a
slope.
After:

Allen, 1970, 198).
Elliot, 1978.
Gustavsen at.al.,
1975.
Jorgensen, 1982.
Maddalena, 1982,
1985.
Miall, 1977, 1978~

1979.

Rust and Koster,
1981~ .

Shaw, 1977b.
Smith and Putman.
1980.
Walker. 1965, 1978,
1984.
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locations and

3.3.

sedi~entary

·

features, are presented in'table

The alluvial fan, shallow-water marine and fluvial

environments can all be discounted by both location (for
the former two) and sedimentary features.

Although water

escape structures can be found in these environs, the unit
C sediments lack the coarse nature of the alluvial fan and
the internal complexities of both shallow-water marine
and fluvial conditions.
A~

discussed earlier in the chapter, deltaic deposits

are common in glaciolacustrine situations.

Mass flows are

the dominant depositional mechanism, which grade laterally
from viscous to turbulent varieties.
a lateral gradation in grain size.

This is followed by
Bottomset beds are

deposited mainly by turbidites and suspension-fallout
(Gustavson,

et~l.,

1975; LeBlanc Smith and Erikson,

1979; Jorgensen, 1982).
Turbidity currents can also be related to morainal
banks, as discussed by Powell (1984).

These are produced

by the outflow of subflacial streams into proglacial lakes
(or seas).

Two nrocesses result in the forMation of these

sequences.

Bedload sedinent may be released at the mouth

of the conduit, with finer grained sediments being transported

~asinward

as inter-, or overflows.

These sediments

would then settle out and undergo reworking by bottom
currents (in the fonn of water/sediment slurries) deposi ting as turbidites (Powell, 1984; N:ackiewicz,

E.:..1~1·.

i '
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~---------

----- _.- ---- -----

, WIIlter deposit

Figure 3.5.

Glaaiodeltaic sequence. (Edwards, 1978).
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1984).

High concentrations of sediment within subglacial

streams may result in the formation of traction currents.
These currents are dense enough to exist as underflows
and' will result in the deposition of turbidites (Gilbert,
1982; Powell, 1984).

Mackiewicz

~t

al., (1984) state that

these "distal!! products of subglacial streams are deposited
within 1.0km of the grounding line.
Turbidites have been studied extensively in the nonglacial realm (see Walker, 1984 end references therein).
Walker (1978) states that classic turbidites can be distinguished from other gravity flows by " ••• (1) very
parallel bedding, with consistent alternations of sandstone
and shale (normally without channelling or major changes
in bed thickness laterally): ahd (2) a consistent set of
internal structures that can be described using the
Bouma (1962) model." (p 933).

The Bouma sequence is

shown in figure 3.6.
Work by Lowe (1982) has subdivided turbidites into
high and low density varieties.

The major difference is

that high density turbidity currents have a large percentage of coarse material (pebbles and cobbles) which
cannot be carried in suspension by the current and travel
as becllocOtd.

These form norrlal to inverse

gr[:(~ed be(~s.

Lowe (1982) claims that these deposits, which have been
classified as Bouma division A, are not true turbidites,
and sediments should not be considered part of the Bouma

Figure. 3.7.

Beque.nces within subaqueous outwash fans.

A)

Proximal gravel facies deposited at ice front.

B)

Interohannel facies of (a) large-scale cross'bedded sands, (b) massive sands, (c) trough
crossbeddedsands, . (d) climbing-ripple beds.

C)

distal channel facies of massive, rippled and
deformed sands (after Rust, 1977).

Figure 3.6.

Bouma sequence (Allen, 1982).
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sequence.
Low density turbidites are finer grained sand, silt
clay particles that form a series of units with characteristic sedimentary structures (Walker, 1965). This begins
with division B, in which upper stage plane beds and dunes
are found.

Division C is characterized by ripple bedding.

commonly climbing ripples of both types A and B. which may
grade into convolute laminations.

Walker (1978) states

that these cross-laminated deposits can consist of either
a single or multiple rows of ripples.

A single row of

climbing ripples indicates reworking of previously deposited sediment by bottom currents whereas multiple rows
illustrate active deposition by the turbidity current
during rippling.

Both Walker (1978) and Allen (1982)

claim that division D is very difficult to distinguish
from division E. Division D consists of laminated silt and
clay, whereas E is mainly formed by pelagic sedimentation.
Since the differences in composition are negligible and
due to their difficulty in being separated in the field,
these two divisions are often combined into division E.
The complete A to E Bouma sequence may not be
present.

Top-, base-, and middle- absent sequences have

been recorded.
mechanisms.

Top-absent sequences are formed by two

Erosion of the upper divisions or

increased

velocity of the current by the freezing-out of division A.
This increased velocity would result in non-deposition of

,

.'

I,',,'
1
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Those depicted in figures 2.25 to 2.27 show well developed
ripples, climbing ripples and minor cross lamination which
grade into convolute lamination and, in places, are capped
by fine grained or diamict 1

layers

These capp

are, more often than not, punctured by pillars and are
themselves deformed into dish structures.

The transitions

from Sh to Sr (or St) record B to C division transitions,
and the

ion from Sr to Sd may be explained as a

transition with

divi~ion

either the increasi
~nc,11"r~l'on
o~
,:;
,~

J

C.

C'd/C~..)m
'
sradations may record
h...

intensity of dewatering or the

P elac.r; l'C, 0ed
'''.,

The lack of coarse

entatl'on
_
_ .a'c" d,l"'l'_p,l'on
" " _ . (n
.' J\ I'_',.
ed sands and the

ined,

1 extent of Sh, illustrate that these sequences are

ba,se-

sent sequences.

fine

Furthermore the low amount of

ed Ii thofaciE?s

probably erosive
the substrate.
as BC

t

Be

es that these flows were
e upper pelaeic layers of

erefore these s

)E, or C(D)E or th

iments are classified
ded turbidites (c,f.

"Jalker, 1978).
The presence of Sr within mult

e rows of climbinr
sited

ripples indicates that these sediments were d
during the rippling staf,e of the current.

Furthermore,

citing the work of Gilbert (1982) and Powell (1984), these
turbidity currents probably existed as traction currents,
with enough of a sediment load that allowed
alan£'; the

e hottom.

em

to flow

,'J,
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The base-absent sequences suggest deposition of
coarser-grained material further upstream by viscous flows.
Unfortunat
investigated.

, due to lack of exposures, they could not be
It is h

probable that this is the case,

since coarse material is dumped very quickly, near the
source.

Further, these viscous flows probably served to
ible for

generate the turbulent tractive currents re
deposition of exposed sediments.

The presence of Dmm has two ramifications: that the
viscous flows did not always

rm into

ows and that the ice margin was
in unit C is virtually identic

ose proximity.
to its counterparts

units A and B. although it has more
B.

th

ent

common vii

e the latter, 1t 1S discontinuous, ( 2.0 metres
kness, has sharp lower (and upper) contacts, s

clasts and truncates underlying laminations.
with its association with the
indi

unit

in bedd

es deposition by viscous gravity

t

This, alo

turbidite sands,
ow.

The

ow

type was probably a cohesion debris flow, utilizing the
terminolOGY of Lowe (1979).
t A, dictates

That Dmrn hiEhly resembles the Dmm of
that the ice margin was close to the site of d
Had the ice been a substantial distance

sition.

from the site

of deposition, the material under flowage would have under",one

terations (due to increasine water c

ent and tur-

bulence) that were sufficient to destroy primary charact-
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sties.

Therefore, the presence of slumped subglacial

debris strongly sugges

proximal sedimentation.

These features, thin bedded turbidites of traction
current origin and
the
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sedim
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Another feature found in the subaqueous outwash near
Ottawa, are rather large cut-and-fill channels.

These

were found to consist of horizontally laminated sands
(Rust and Romanelli, 1975; Rust J 1977; Cheel and Rust,
1Q82).

Rust (1977) and Cheel and Rust (1982) attributed

these sediments to channelized mass flows which were
powerful enough to erode underlying

Flow types

sedi~ents.

'Nere never identified.

A diagramatic representation of

this is given

J.7.

Similar cut-and-fill channels were found
at Vohawk 3ay.

These were composed of mass

sand ::;lass
,nIS
.
co-wor k. ers,

ows.

s.

unit C

e sands with

Like those of

st nne}

these channels were probably form
ows~

rnay
' l c ; L Ch~ve
"_
, I r10re
i

dp~cC
_.1,-,,,,

than the low density turbidity curl'
the surround

sediments.

le~)~
__ _

~

~'·U.·rh-lllen·t\)
_
,_
- ••
~

.~

e for

s

This is

esence of the gravel lags and massive
density flows wo

by

est

by the

nat~re:

higher

d posses enough strength to transport

coarse material as bedload and would have eno
for the production of sedimentary struc

es

turbulence
(~alkerJ

1978;

Lowe, 1982).
To

summari~e,

it is postulated that unit C s

were formed in the distal regions of an ice

iments

inal, sub-

aqueous outwash which comprised part of a larger morainal
bank.

This was produced by the outflow from a subglacial

conduit.

The sand lithofacies were deposited as thin
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bedded turbidites from tractive currents which by viscous
flows that had undergone flow transformations.

These

viscous flows (debris or grain flows) probably deposited
coarse material nearer the ice source.

Rapid sedimentation

by the traction currents resulted in widespread soft-sediment deformation.

The diamict lithofacies resulted from

downslope movements of subglacial d

s as cohesive debris

ows which did not undergo flow transformations.

Cut-and-

11 sequences were formed by hieh density Mass flows
(turbidites?) deposit
and massive eravels.

mass

sands with gravel lags

Chapter 4

Depositional Model and Regional Implications

4.1 Depositional

~odel

4.1.1 General

The depositional mechanisms, as discussed in
chapter 3, illustrate that the processes involved were
widely varied.

Hence, the conditions of the ice sheet

depositing the sediments must have undergone distinct
chanees throug-h time.

Unit A was deposited

ially, under active ice conditions.

sub.~lac-

Units Band C,

however, were deposited in an ice-proximal position
within a

nro~lacjal

lake.

Thus the sequence records

the advance and retreat of part of an ice sheet.
Further ramifications are evident.

The presence

of the sand lithofacies in unit A as meltwater channels
show that a warm-melting (c.r. Hughes, 1981) basal
thermal regime was in existence.

However, since these

<

1'1
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channel deposits are preserved, in some places with
intact primary structures, and also that localized
freezing was' occurring.

Theoretically, this is what

Hughes (1981) claims to be the case in the warm-melting
zone: that the ice has a

~reater

percentage of meltine

than freezinf. zones, but that freezing does occur.
Ice movement in the area trended northeast to
southwest.

This is given be fabric, contact lineations

and hedrock striations, all of which show parallel
orientations.

Striae directions were not recorded by

the author, however the trend

obtained by Feenstra

(1982) does correlate directly with the other two
directional indicators.

The orientation data produced

by fabric is a minor problem.
if clasts possess a

si~nificant

IV:ark (1974) states that
plunee, the plunge

should be oriented in the up-ice direction.

Althoueh

Yark (1974) does not state what exactly constitutes a
significant plunge, it is suspected that he may mean
plunges e;reater than sub-horizontal ('10).
Youn~

...----'

Furthermore,

(1969) states that plunge does not reflect ice

direction.

When applied to the data

i~

figure 2.6,
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the statements of Young (1969) and Mark (1974) imply
that these data are not good directional indicators, due
to their variable plunges in both direction and orientation.
However, when combined with lineation and striation data,
fabric helps support a northeast to southwest trend.
Since the lineations are parallel to ice movement,
this sugeests that the meltwater channel sediments were
transported along a northeast to southwest trend.
i~

This

in direct contradiction to the work of Feenstra (1082)

who claims these sand inclusions represent proglacial
outwash

sedi~ent

that has underf,one ice-push at an ice

front parallel to the axis of the ridge.

If this were

the case, lineations produced by shear would be oriented
roughly perpendicular to those measured.

Also if these

sediments had been produced proglacially, a Greater
hetero[eneity of lithofacies types would be expected,
similar to those moraines described by Barnett (1984).
These sediments would then have been deformed in a
similar manner to those discussed by Thomas (1984) on
the Isle of

~an.

Therefore, this cannot be considered a

recessional moraine.
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4.1.2

Moraine vs. morainal bank?

The suggestion that units Band C were formed as a
morainal bank is fundamentally different from that of a
moraine.
front or

Althoueh both mark positions of temporary ice
rroundin~

line stafnation, morainal banks are

only confined to the subaqueous reeime,

whereas

moraines are often considered to be of terrestrial
ori..crin.

The

~.Tork hy

"Powell (19PL}) and

r\nackiewicz~t....!...'!.l~,

(1984) suggest that deformation of morainal bank sediments
due to readvance is of very minor importance.

Glacio-

tectonic deformation was never recorded in the cores of
fllackiewicz ----et.al., (1984) who sampled sediments to within
O.Skm of the ice front.

The author suspects that although

not reported by these workers, glaciotectonic deformation
may occasionally effect morainal bank sediments due to

----

the oscillatory nature of this type of ice/sediment
contact.
This type of deformation is recorded by Oldalc and
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o·

(1984,); Thomas (1984) and Thomas and Summers (1984)

who illustrate

th~

during mo

for~ation.

effects of a readvancing ice front,
The work of Thomas (1984) has

been discussed earlier in the thesis.
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This is consistant with Powell (1984) and
~t~al.

(1981.1-) in their discuss

of morainal banks.
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Figure 4.1. Idealized ice shelf and tidewater ice front
sequences (Powell, 1984).
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1984).
Sediments comprising units Band C closely approximate those deposited proximal to a calving ice wall as
opposed to beneath an. ice shelf.
this.

Several factors suggest

First is that unit C represents sedimentation as

a subaqueous outwash fan.

Deposition in both units B

and C was primarily by high and low density mass flows.
Dmm(r)/Fmd in the upper levels of unit B and some Sm
b

record the presence of suspension fallout activity:

this is only of secondary importance and can be viewed
as a subordinate sedimentation process to gravity flows.
Although work on Ross Sea Ice Shelf sediments by Anderson
(19?2), Domack (1982) and Wright

et~al.p

(1983) show that

mass flows do occur under ice shelf conditions. subaqueous fans and high density flows are not prevalent.
Secondly, ice shelf sediment would probably be more
laterally continuous and regionally extensive.

Workby

Eyles and Eyles (1983), who attribute sedimentation of
the Scarborough Bluffs to be of ice shelf origin, shows
that these sediments are deposited "layer-cake" style
and are laterally continuous for up to 10km.

These.
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sediments also correlate to those further inland at the
Don Valley Brickyards (N. Eyles, personal communication,
1984),

Work on modern and ancient ice shelf sediments by

Anderson and co-workers also illustrate the ar

extent

of those deposits.
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applied and

e yield s

ture of
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However, if the ice epr
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water body without pinn
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strength, thereby resulting in a calving ice wall.
This is shown to be the case in Antarctica where termination at sea level is marked by a calving ice wall.

The

only exceptions to this are the Ross, Filchner/Ronne and
Amery ice shelves which have been stabilized because of
grounding points (Drewry and Robin, 1983).
~his

situation is further compounded when melting

condi tions ensue during retreat of the ice sheet.
waters may permeate the ice mas'S while in retreat.

I.:el t~his

should result in increased deformation of the ice, such
as

~rain

boundary slidinf'

On the macro-scale, the ice

mass may also experience a relative decrease in yield
strength since the presence of meltwaters will weaken
the ice, compared with an ice sheet that is virtually
frozen throughout.

Therefore, along with an increased

tensile stress, calving rates should increase substantially, further reducing the incidence of shelving.

11.1.4

Deglaciation hypothesis
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Sheet.
The

ssibility of surges result

in the dest-

ruction of ice sheet lobes is not unfeasible.

Throughout

the discussion of depositional processes it
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assu.r1ed that the bed of the ice f'heet is deformable and
lIe, anal
dition is

that of Boulton (19
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the ice.

This would then result in the decoupling of

the ice from its bed and surging will then ensue.

This

scenario parallels that for sub-polar, surge-type
s~;laciers,

as modelled by Clarke et.gk, (1984).

The major problem with applying this model to
Pleistocene sediments is that a sedimentological expression of the

sur~e

should be recorded.

instance, since increased 8ub a lacial
the

sur~et

base.

In this

~eltwaters

these waters may also cause

~elting

induce
of the

With increased velocity, friction will lead to

further meltine of the ice.

~elting

will result in deposition of debris.

of the basal.layers
Thus deposition

of lodgement till could be expected because of surgin£.

4.1.5

The model

Compilation of the observed characteristics of the
sediments, discussion of depositional mechanisms and
the implications stated above lead to the development

Figure 4.2.

Model for deposition of sediments at
Nohmv-k Bay.
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of a model for deposition of the sedim
hawk Bay.

is is depicted in figure 4.2
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(summer) can be visualized.
Subsequent to stage 5, sedimentation

a prof:laeial

e occurred.
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retreated from the region.

If, however the concept of

a calving, surge-type glacier is accepted, then the entire
deelaciation pattern of the Niagara Peninsula should be
questioned.
Detailed sedimentolor,ical investigations should be
conducted to determine the lithofacies composition, deformation (if any) and relationships with the surrounding
p,ediments.

Furthermore, information on ice-front position

should be attempted so that a more accurate picture of
the deglaciation history can be developed.
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To obtain a food three-dimensional view, a series
/
of borings inland of the bluff and piston cores offshore
within Mohawk Bay should be conducted.
The hypothesis that surGing of the Frie-Ontario lobe
occurred at the onset of deglaciation may be somewhat
contentious.

Evenson

~.i~_al!..,

(1976) and kickelson et _al . ,

(1981) postulate surges for the Lake

~ichigan

lobe, as

does Boulton gi.al., (1977) for the late Devension lobe
which flowed alone the eastern part of the U.K.

In these

cases, surging of the ice sheet solved the problem of
.

14

certaln anomalous

C dates.

.

.

In thlS lnstance, there are

virtually no dateable sediments within the Niagara Peninsula that may support a surge hypothesis.
Furthermore, although }-rughes (1975) has proposed
surge conditions that would lead to the destruction of
the Laurentide Ice Sheet, these ideas

a~d

tion to the Laurentide (c.f. j\':ayewski

_§'_tJ~]....

not been accepted by the
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~eoloFic

and
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Thomas (1977) has developed a model for the

fier:laciation of the St. T,awrence River valley, which does
not invoke surgin0' and has applied this to the present'i
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day West Antarctic Ice Sheet (c.f. Thomas and Bentl
1978).

The model is as follows.
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may have been produced.

~eltwaters

would then have de-

posited their sediment load within these depressions and
suffered deformation from suhsequent lodgement processes
without undergoinv meltout.

This is similar to what

Eyles and Sladen (1981) and Eyles

gh~!.!..

(1982) propose

for lodgement tills in Northumberland, England.
ver~ely,

¥aldersen and Shaw

(l~R2)

Con-

and Shaw (lQ82) claim

that the presence of mel twater sediments SUC':E:E'ts mel tout tills.
The major problem appears to be recoenition in the
field.
~one

Where exposed at modern elaciers, the basal

shows areas of

8ta~nant

meltout till farJYlation.

ice which would lead to

Such exaMples are r-iven by

Boulton (1971a), Shaw (1977a,c) and Lawson (lQ79).
However, the difficulties arisE' when dealinp with
Pleistocene sediments.

Structures found in hath

lod~e-

ment and meltout tills can be similar and since both

[,

i

experience subGlacial shear, Elaciotectonism should be
expected in both.

Furthermore what is seen as diag-

nostic features are somewhat suhjective and may also
be a function of the local area.

,,;

(

M

,
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With this in mind, the idea that the meltout subfacies could be lodgement may be possible.
channels may not have been formed.

However, N-

This would be due to

the erodability of the ice as opposed to the substrate.
Meltwaters flowing subglacially would probably erode the
upper debris-poor ice more quickly than the substrate of
debris-rich ice.

Deposition of the meltstream sediments

would undoubtedly be faster than deposition of lodgement
till.

Freezing of the deposits would produce a hummocky

subglacial topography.

This would induce stagnation of

the ice on both stoss and lee sides of the hummock
causing the ice sheet to override the till/meltwater
sediment complex.

This is similar, but on a greatly
C1I

reduced scale, to what Shaw (1978) proposes for the dev-

-------moraines in Sweden.
elopment of Sveg tills and Ragen
Finally evidence of proglacial lacustrine sediments
(those deposited after stage 5 in the model) is not well
defined at Mohawk Bay.

In most glaciolacustrine situat-

ions, distal sedimentation by the ice is marked by well
developed rhythmic or varved sediments (see Shaw, 1977b;
Visser, 1983. for examples).

Sediments of this type are
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any traceable remnants behind.
Two debatable forms of evidence could be construed
as indications of lacustrine activity.

First, is the

development of interbedded, planar sands and gravels at
the extremities of unit C.
fiGures 2.28 (c') and (d).

This is illustrated in
These are the only occurrence

of this type of sedimentation style and are similar to
beach foreshore deposits as documented by Reineck and
Sinph (19 8 0).
~each

However,

Feornorpholo~ic

evidence of

development in the form of wave-cut beaches is

absent.

Also, such deposits could have been formed by

various mechanisms, such as flows of some description.
1he second form of evidence could he soft-sediment
deformation.

Dalrymple (1979) has shown that convolute

laminations and ball-and-pillow structures can be formed
by wave action.

These structures are on the scale of

lO.Ocm or less.

It was further suggested that these

'.' !'

structures may indicate a decreasine water depth.

~n-

fortunately at T"()hawk Bay, it would be virtually impossible to distineuish wave-generated soft-sediment
deformation from non wave-e:enerated types.

J:herefore,

.r
I
!
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it is doubtful if this could be applied.

Conclusions

1) The sediments eXDosed at wohawk Bay consist of
three stratieraphic units.
2) The basal unit (A) is of suhelpcial origin, recordin~

a tripartite subfacies association of lodgement-

rneltout-Iodgement processes.

The upper and lower lodCe-

ment till units are virtually identical.

The intervenine

neltout subfacies consists of subflacial meltwater channel
deposits that have heen deformed on both r:lacro and small
scales from the

overridin~

ice.

The upper lodr,ement sub-

facieR may have heen formed during surc:.int: of the Ontario~rie

lobe prior to deglaciation.
J) The upper two units (B and C) were formed as a

norainal bank

durin~

a very brief stagnation (probably one

season) of the ice frornt while in retreat.

------

is only exposed at the flanks of the

rid~e,

Unit S, which
is composed
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of two diamict lithofacies and a sand lithofacies.

These

were formed by cohesive debris flow, suspension fallout,
and low density (turbidity current?) underflows.
C was deposited as a subaqueous outwash fan.

Unit

Depositional

mechanisms were predominantly low density turbidity
currents resulting in BC{D)E, C(D)E, BC{D) sequences.
Cohesive debris flow and probable high density flows
were also operative depositing diamict and channel
infill sequences, respectively.
4)

The ridge at Mohawk Bay represents a morainal

bank deposited at a calving ice wall.

This front was

oriented roughly perpendicular to the axis of the ridge.
An ice wall is favoured rather than ice shelf due to the
local nature of the sediments, their relatively coarse
grained texture, and the relationship between tensile
stress and yield strength of the melting ice sheet to
brittle fracture.
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